FEBRUARY 2022

VALENTINE’S FEATURES  Available February 4 – 14
Heart-Shaped Sugar Cookies  2.75/ea
Chocolate Covered Strawberries  4.50/pack
Dozen Roses Cake  32
   (6”, three layers: Chocolate, Red Velvet, and Vanilla)
Valentine’s Heart Bread (2/7 – 2/14)  7

PASTRY

FEATURED
Almond Tart  2.79
Chai Spice Coffee Cake  3.29

SWEET ROLLS
2.49 – 3.09
   Cinnamon Roll, Cinnamon Roll w/Cream Cheese,
   Sticky Bun, Sticky Bun w/Nuts & Raisins

SCONES
2.49
   Featured: Chocolate Chip, Cranberry Pecan
   Classic: Blueberry, Spinach Cheddar

COOKIES
1.59 – 3.59
   Featured: Boone Brookie (GF), Banaoatmeal (vegan),
   Brown Butter Chocolate Toffee
   Classic: Awesome Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin,
   Magic, Molasses

MUFFINS
2.79
   Featured: Extreme Chocolate
   Classic: Everything, Blueberry

DANISH
3.59
   Featured: Raspberry Cream Cheese

CROISSANT
3.29 – 4.19
   Featured: Morning Bun, Pastry Cream
   Classic: Chocolate, Classic: Twice Baked Almond

PIE

CLASSIC
Cherry Pie  23/whole  4.79/slice
Black Bottom PB Mousse Pie  23/whole  4.79/slice

FEATURED
Lemon Lavender Cake (vegan, 8”, three layer) 32/whole  5.99/slice
Almond Joy Cake (8”, two layer) 38/whole  5.79/slice
Sour Cream Coffee Cake (8”, bundt) 15/whole  2.99/slice

CAKE

FEATURED
Lemon Lavender Cake (vegan, 8”, three layer) 32/whole  5.99/slice
Almond Joy Cake (8”, two layer) 38/whole  5.79/slice
Sour Cream Coffee Cake (8”, bundt) 15/whole  2.99/slice

CLASSIC
Classic Chocolate Cake (8”, four layer) 38/whole  5.79/slice
Carrot Cake (8”, two layer) 32/whole  3.59/slice
Pound Cake (10”, bundt) 20/whole  2.79/slice

CHEESECAKE

FEATURED
Chocolate Raspberry Twist Cheesecake (9”) 30/whole  3.59/slice

CLASSIC
Classic Cheesecake (9”) 26/whole  3.29/slice
Chocolate Chunk Cheesecake (9”) 30/whole  3.59/slice

TORTE

CLASSIC
Flourless Chocolate Torte (9”, GF) 30/whole  3.59/slice
Torte for Two (4”, GF) 8

SWEET BREAD / BAGEL

Banana Walnut Sweet Bread  5.79
Bagels (sleeve of 6, unsliced)  8.99
   Asiago Rosemary, Blueberry, Classic, Everything

www.stickboybread.com  |  828-268-9900